
Successful formula for writing pharmaceutical 
product releases

¨ What is the incidence?  
¨ How many people are affected?
¨ Who is at risk?
¨ What are the symptoms?
¨ What are the available methods of treatment?
¨ See your doctor for early diagnosis and prompt treatment
¨ Visit this site or call this number for more information
¨ Include information from HHS or highly regarded trade association
¨ Include sources of all statistics for credibility
¨ Include a quote from a doctor



Advantages of “unbranded” stories

¨ Far better results than stories with several product mentions
¨ Simplify legal review process

¨ Minimize scrutiny from the FDA
¨ Track responses to develop a list for direct mailings

¨ Move more product by encouraging people to see their doctors



Attract more attention with eye-catching pictures 
that speak a thousand words 

¨ Beautiful color 
photos of happy 
people 

¨ Color drawings 



Create more awareness with 
the series technique

¨ Bylined articles by an 
expert with helpful tips will 
run like a syndicated 
column

¨ Celebrity spokesperson 
attracts attention

¨ Several different formats 
appeal to new editors each 
time



Reach more people by covering 
more media

¨ Traditional Media
¤ Newspapers:  100 to 400 

placements
¤ Radio: 300 to 400 on-air 

placements
¤ TV: 100 to 150 on-air 

placements
¤ Spanish Media: 10 to 25 

placements in newspapers
¤ African-American Media: 

10 to 25 placements in 
newspapers

¨ Online
¤ 1000+ online news sites
¤ Social media
¤ Twitter feeds to editors
¤ SEO
¤ Blogging
¤ Anchor texting and 

hyperlinking
¤ RSS feeds in XML
¤ Podcasting
¤ YouTube CSNN Channel



Reports include impressive results

¨ E-clips 
¨ Circulation and readership 

figures
¨ Market rankings

¨ Page views
¨ Unique visitors per month
¨ AQH

¨ CUME
¨ Ad value equivalency

Graph Data: As of 3/20/2018, American Heart Association generated 3892 news articles in 59 different states with a readership 
of 9,511,232. The sites it was on were viewed by 72,194,590 unique visitors per month. Additionally it was viewed 338 times on 
www.napsnet.com. The print placements had an approximate ad value of $39,716.76, based on column inch rates.



Reach the wealthiest and most populous 
communities

¨ Newspapers, radio stations and TV stations are supported by local 
advertisers

¨ Advertisers will spend money where they are going to get the best 
ROI

¨ Publications and stations tend to exist where advertisers are willing 
to spend


